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Overview!
•  Technology -> Use!
•  Linked Data tutorial!
•  Doing the linking!
•  Using the linking!
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Motivation!
•  Publishing data becomes an imperative!
–  Freedom of Information!
–  Public confidence!
–  Reputation!
•  Linking Data becomes an imperative!
–  Research benefits from the use of multiple datasets!
–  Research benefits from datasets from different researchers!
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How to Join?!
•  Hypertext Style/ Cool URIs don't change.!
–  http://www.w3.org/Provider/Style/URI!
•  Cool URIs for the Semantic Web!
–  http://www.w3.org/TR/cooluris/!
•  Linked Data - Design Issues!
–  http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData.html!
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1. Use URIs as names for things!
•  Duh!!
•  Everything!
–  If you donʼt name something you canʼt talk about it!





–  Think of the consumer/customer!
•  https://secure.ecs.soton.ac.uk/gizmos/person_by_username.php?username=hg!
•  https://secure.ecs.soton.ac.uk/person/username/hg!
–  Library of Congress - Chronicling America: Historic American Newspapers!
•  http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/!
•  Cool URIs – 71233 page views per week to 447992 - factor of 6.3!
•  Ambiguity!
–  URIs help to avoid it, especially if you…!
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2. Use HTTP URIs so that people can look up those 
names!
•  HTTP URI names come with an excellent look up mechanism!
•  And ownership, etc.!
•  Make sure they are Cool!
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3. When someone looks up a URI, provide useful 
information, using the standards (RDF, SPARQL)!
•  Otherwise I donʼt know what you mean!
•  Deliver some human readable data!
–  html!





•  Query is good!
–  SPARQL!
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RDF - Triples!
•  “Ian Millard works for the University of Southampton”!
                person-04860        name  Ian Millard!
                person-04860       works  for               Southampton  University!
              Southampton  University        label  The University of Southampton!
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RDF - Triples!
•  “Ian Millard works for the University of Southampton”!
soton-rkb:person-04860 foaf:name “Ian Millard” .!
soton-rkb:person-04860 akt:works_for dbpedia:Southampton_University .!
dbpedia:Southampton_University rdfs:label “The University of Southampton” .!
•  This is actually RDF!!
–  Given the namespaces!
•  I could put this in an RDF store now!
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SPARQL!
PREFIX soton-rkb: <http://southampton.rkbexplorer.com/id/>!
PREFIX akt:  <http://www.aktors.org/ontology/portal#>!
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>!
SELECT * WHERE!
{ soton-rkb:person-04860 akt:works_for ?org . ?org rdfs:label ?name .  }!
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org	   name	  
h"p://southampton.rkbexplorer.com/id/UoS	   University	  of	  Southampton	  
h"p://southampton.rkbexplorer.com/id/org-­‐ecs	   School	  of	  Electronics	  and	  Computer	  Science,	  
University	  of	  Southampton	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Where to keep the equivalence?!







•  Separate knowledge base!
•  Too many identifiers?!
–  The answer is not to create another one!
•  A little middleware!
–  sameAs aware!
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•  http://sameas.org/ is discovery!
•  For description you need your own!





–  Canonisation (URI reduction)!
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Data Fusion!
•  Break the silos!
•  At low risk!
•  And low cost!
•  With little or no process/workflow change!
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Using Linked Data and sameAs: RKBExplorer.com!




•  Services delivering RDF, JSON, csv, …!
–  http://www.rkbexplorer.com/service/!
•  Different interfaces possible!
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Concluding Remarks!
•  Linked Data is not hard!
–  URIs are easy!
–  RDF is just another format!
•  Coreference is important!
•  Ian Millard did the work!
•  http://eprints.ecs.soton.ac.uk/18691/!
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